The weak-noise asymptotics of the blurring effect of noise on fractals can be described by scaling laws. It does not only depend on the geometric properties of the fractals but also on their generating dynamics. This is illustrated with the example of the Feigenbaum attractor.
Fractals are objects with structural details on arbi trarily small length scales. The blurring effect of noise destroys at least the smallest of these details. Going beyond this trivial general observation one can look for an asymptotic relation between the noise strength and the finest resolvable structures ("noise scaling").
This question was probably first posed in connec tion with the noisy period doubling scenario ( [1] [2] [3] and references therein) in which the fractal object is the Feigenbaum attractor. Two recent articles dealing with other fractals are [4, 5] .
An appropriate tool for deriving asymptotic results of the type discussed in this paper is the so called quasipotential method (e.g. [2, 6] ). However, for a sketchy understanding of these results without follow ing the full derivation [2, 7] the heuristic arguments which I am describing below may be helpful.
When studying the influence of noise on a fractal it is not enough to specify the fractal as a geometric object -it is rather the dynamical mechanism generat ing the fractal, which is affected by the noise. This point can be studied with the Feigenbaum attractor (see [8] ). In the original context this object is the at tractor of a one-dimensional map F satisfying F(x) = -a f ( F ( a _1 x)), (1) where a = 2.503..., and having a quadratic maxi mum F(0) = 1 at 0. But there are other ways to generate A. It can be interpreted as the repeller of the expanding map (2) or as the attractor of the contracting random map
where y is a random variable taking on the values 0 and 1 with equal probability. Let E be any of the maps F, G, or H and consider a sequence vf : = ( v l , v 2,...,vf ) of indices such that x v. + i = E(xv.) for 1 < i < f, numerating part of an or bit running along the boundary of A.
When white noise is added to the deterministic map E, a point x is no longer mapped to E(x) but to E (x) + £, where £ is a random variable which is as sumed here to have a probability density of the asymptotic form 1 r r a (4) Here, r is a parameter controlling the shape of the noise distribution (for Gaussian noise one has r = 2; for r-> oo one approaches the situation of localised noise), a measures the noise strength, and S ((t)xT(g) is a shorthand notation for lim ln S (<r)/ln T(<r) = 1.
The noise changes the sequence (xv.) into a se quence of random variables, (yV(). After some calcula tion one obtains in small-noise approximation y v, = *v, + C.-, will turn out to be decisive for the noise scaling.
Let A be the gap of A which has xV f as a boundary point. In the presence of noise, this gap can be re solved as long as, within this gap, pC f stays smaller than a certain threshold of resolution which is deter mined by the method used for observing the system. Thus we see from (6) that the critical noise strength for destruction of A V f shows the behaviour const(C^)1/r \ Av/\ Vfl (8) This means that the critical noise strength is not only related to the length \ A \ of the gap, as one would expect naively, but also to the coefficients (7) -and these depend strongly on which of the maps F, G, or H is inserted for E.
E = G:
Since G is expanding (i.e., there is a constant ß > \ such that \G'(x)\> ß everywhere) one can see from (8) and (7) that there are positive constants m, M such that m < a *f |ff* < M .
But since <r* can be chosen arbitrarily small (by starting with a sufficiently small gap A Vi) this shows that <t* is arbitrarily small for all gaps. Not surpris ingly, an arbitrarily small noise strength is enough to blur all gaps in A if it is interpreted as a repeller.
E = H :
Since H is contracting (i.e., there is a con stant ß <1 such that \H'(x)\<ß everywhere) one can see from (7) that there are positive constants n, N such that
Together with (8) this means that
the scaling behaviour of the critical noise strength is trivially related to the length scaling of the gaps.
E = F:
In this case the derivative of F can take on values both larger as well as smaller than 1 in mod ulus. Therefore, the scaling behaviour of the coeffi cients (7) is more interesting here. Because of A("] = F j ~1 one obtains from (7) r'(r)
(13)
is the partition function known from the Thermo dynamic Formalism (see e.g. [9] ). The free energy ß^iß ) describes the scaling of the partition func tion: ^"{ß)xexp{ -ß3*(ß)n). Thus, (8) and (12) lead to
This means that xr : = exp K
is the noise scaling factor by which the noise strength has to be reduced in order to resolve one more genera tion of gaps in A. Its dependence on r shows that (in contrast to the cases E = G and E = H ) the shape of the noise distribution is essential for the noise scal ing in the Feigenbaum scenario, a fact that has been overlooked for many years by overemphasising the role of x2 ~ 6.62. The noise scaling factor for lo calised noise can be obtained by taking the limit r-> oo: Xgp = exp ( -1)) ~ 8.49. A direct proof without the detour via finite r can be given by devel oping arguments from [8, 10] .
The example of the fractal A has shown that noise scaling in fractals depends crucially on the nature of the generating dynamics. If it is hyperbolic, arbitrarily weak noise is enough to blur all structures in unstable directions, whereas the structures in stable directions which are -roughly speaking -larger than the stan dard deviation of the noise can still be observed (see [11] for an example). For non-hyperbolic dynamics the relation between length scales and critical noise strengths may be much more indirect, as the case E = F has demonstrated. I am thankful to R. Graham and T. Tel for stimulat ing advice and co-operation over the years and to R. Stoop for organising the Workshop on the Ther modynamic Formalism. Financial support through the EC-HCM programme is gratefully acknowledged.
